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Planes tables support the needs of people as they move throughout the 

day. At individual workstations, in training sessions, or during collaborative 

interactions, Planes provides solutions that support productivity, 

ergonomics, and technology. Work changes. Planes adjusts. 

REspond  
Appropriately 
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Sit. Stand. Collaborate. 
Planes benching allows people to exercise their choice: sit, stand,  

work alone or together. Need to shift gears? Move to a conference  

table to meet, spread out, and pull in a Planes or Workware™ Easel  

to share work in progress.
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Get the Training 
Room Ready 
Want more engaged people at your next conference or seminar? Break into 

workgroups and use technology-driven activities. Share learnings through the 

Bluescape™ multi-touch screen using multiple devices. Need to switch things 

up? Move Planes training tables around, then quickly reconnect to power and 

data. Choose from a variety of table tops, including curved and rectangular, 

to optimize collaboration. With flip tops, casters, and hinged modesty panel 

options, tables adapt to your agenda and layout.
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Be Casual and Productive 

Stay Connected in 
Small Groups

Social spaces with variety and choice draw people in. Create a consistent  

vibe at various table heights, where people on the go can grab a bite, 

brainstorm, or catch up. Planes tables offer multiple surfaces for lounge  

areas between destinations. 

Planes tables allow people to quickly come together in a variety of ways. 

Surfaces accommodate colleagues and their technology devices for  

classroom-style learning or working around the table. Support groups  

of all sizes while maintaining a cohesive aesthetic. Pairs perfectly with 

Workware screen-sharing solutions.
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Set up the Conference Room 
Meetings and presentations raise expectations. More formality. More structure. 

Planes conference tables make a strong statement with smart surface cutouts, 

power distribution, and wire management. Refined column cladding and  

long stretches of surface with minimal columns reinforce the experience  

and sleek aesthetic. 
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For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000. 
Download additional copies at haworth.com.
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